
Simplified Purchasing Announces Its
Dedication to Meeting Rising Demand for
Military Standard Parts, PMA Parts, and More

ASAP Semiconductor announces

continued commitment to upholding

Simplified Purchasing as a premier

source for standardized parts for

aerospace and defense.

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Simplified

Purchasing, a website owned and

operated by ASAP Semiconductor, is

pleased to announce an unwavering

dedication to addressing the growing demand for military standard (MS) parts, PMA parts, and

other essential components that meet specific regulations or specifications upheld by governing

bodies. With an ever-expanding inventory and a robust commitment to quality and customer

With our robust selection of

aerospace and defense

parts, Simplified Purchasing

is poised to meet both

current demands and

anticipate future industry

needs.”
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satisfaction, Simplified Purchasing is set to enhance its role

as a leading marketplace for critical parts across various

industries.

The demand for military standard (MS) parts and military

NSN parts has been on the rise, driven by the need for

reliable and durable components in defense and

aerospace applications. ASAP Semiconductor is responding

to this demand by expanding its selection of military

standard parts offered on Simplified Purchasing, ensuring

that customers have access to high-quality items that meet

stringent military specifications. These parts are crucial for maintaining and repairing military

equipment and vehicles, and their availability through Simplified Purchasing streamlines the

procurement process for defense contractors and government agencies alike.

In addition to MS offerings, Simplified Purchasing is also bolstering its inventory of Technical

Standard Order (TSO) parts. These components are vital for ensuring the safety and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.simplifiedpurchasing.com/military-standard-parts/
https://www.simplifiedpurchasing.com/tso-parts/
https://www.simplifiedpurchasing.com/tso-parts/


performance of many aircraft, as they

meet rigorous standards set by

aviation authorities for airworthiness.

By offering a comprehensive range of

TSO parts, Simplified Purchasing

supports the aviation industry in

maintaining the highest levels of safety

and compliance.

Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA)

parts are another area where

Simplified Purchasing is making

significant strides. These parts are approved by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and are

generally used as replacements for original aircraft parts. By providing a diverse selection of PMA

parts, Simplified Purchasing helps airlines and maintenance providers reduce costs while

maintaining the reliability and safety of their fleets. This commitment to offering cost-effective

and high-quality alternatives underscores the website’s dedication to serving the needs of the

aviation industry.

With over 2 billion product listings and new additions regularly being made, it becomes

important to have proper organization and searchability to ease the procurement process. There

are many curated catalogs on the website that organize items through various means, such as by

Federal Supply Class (FSC) and National Stock Number (NSN). Whether one wishes to search for

parts by FSC or other various standardized listing information, the website ensures that

customers can quickly find the items they need based on their specific requirements. Similarly,

the ability to search for parts by NSN with a provided lookup simplifies the process of identifying

and ordering the correct components, particularly for military and government buyers who rely

on these standardized numbers for procurement.

ASAP Semiconductor, the sole distributor of parts on Simplified Purchasing, is renowned for its

dedication to excellence and customer service. This commitment is reflected in the stringent

quality control processes and comprehensive supply-chain management practices that underpin

the operations of Simplified Purchasing. By leveraging ASAP Semiconductor’s expertise and

industry connections, Simplified Purchasing as a website ensures that every part it offers meets

the highest standards of quality and reliability.

The expansion of the inventory at Simplified Purchasing is not just about meeting current

demand; it is also about anticipating future needs. The dynamic nature of the aerospace and

defense industries requires a proactive approach to inventory management. Simplified

Purchasing continuously monitors market trends and customer feedback to identify emerging

requirements and ensure that its stock remains aligned with the evolving needs of industries.

The team further offers services to address the continual or repeat needs of customers,

promoting all-encompassing solutions for operations.

https://www.simplifiedpurchasing.com/fscs/


In conclusion, Simplified Purchasing’s dedication to expanding its selection of military standard

parts, PMA parts, TSO parts, and other offerings is a sign of its commitment to meeting the rising

demand for high-quality components across various industries. Backed by the expertise and

quality assurance of ASAP Semiconductor, Simplified Purchasing is poised to continue its growth

as a premier marketplace for critical parts, supporting the needs of the aerospace, defense, and

other sectors with excellence and reliability. For more information about Simplified Purchasing

and its extensive range of offerings, please visit the website at

https://www.simplifiedpurchasing.com/ or contact ASAP Semiconductor directly.

About Simplified Purchasing

Simplified Purchasing is an ASAP Semiconductor website that specializes in the supply of

aerospace and defense parts, presenting customers access to over 2 billion new, used, obsolete,

and hard-to-find items that trace back to leading manufacturers that we trust. As customers

browse offerings, they can utilize an online Request for Quote (RFQ) service for obtaining pricing

options, and team members are always available by phone or email. To see if Simplified

Purchasing is the right website for you, be sure to explore today.
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